MUNICIPAL SPORTS PROBLEM / EJECTION REPORT

SPORT(CIRCLE): SOFTBALL BASEBALL

DATE OF GAME:___________________

LEAGUE #:_________ GAME TIME:_________ VISITING TEAM:___________________

GAME SITE:_________________________ HOME TEAM:_____________________

OFFICIAL’S NAME & #:_____________________________________________________

PARTNER’S NAME & #:_____________________________________________________

SCORE AT TIME OF (PROTEST, PROBLEM, EJECTION): VISITOR_____ HOME_____

TIME/INNING OF GAME AT TIME OF PROBLEM:_________________________________

Ejection

NAME OF PERSON(S): ________________________________ Y N

________________________________________________ Y N

HOW LONG WAS GAME DELAYED:__________________________________________

WHAT LED TO THE PROBLEM / EJECTION (circle when applicable)

RULING: BOOK RULE JUDGEMENT

LANGUAGE: PROFANITY ABUSIVE PERSONAL HECKLING

PHYSICAL CONTACT: BUMPING PUSHING KICKING STRIKING FIGHTING

ACTION WAS AGAINST: OFFICIAL OPPONENT SPECTATOR TEAMMATE

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE PROBLEM / EJECTION
(Ejected player(s) must leave immediate area)

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

HAD THE EJECTED PERSON(S) BEEN WARNED: YES NO

OFFICIAL’S WK.#_________________ HM.#_________________ PG.#_________________

OFFICIAL’S MUST CALL OFFICE THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 9:00 a.m.

PHONE: (818) 765-0284 FAX, BRING, OR MAIL REPORT A.S.A.P. FAX: (818) 764-5794

MUNICIPAL SPORTS OFFICE
6911 LAURELGROVE AVE.
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605